Here a particular method is made to generate A Single Formula to find the the straight line distance of first eight planets from sun
I. Introduction
In our Solar system there are eight planets in orbit around sun. They can be classified into two different families based on the distance from sun. The outer family, major planets like Jupiter (whose radius is one tenth of that of sun, is the most massive among other planets). The outer family have widely spaced orbits; Consists mainly gaseous material. The four planets in our inner planet category contain the first four planets including our mother earth. All these planets have radius less than one tenth of the Jupiter.
In 1772 Johann Bode noticed that the planetary orbit up to Saturn were close to fairly simple mathematical progression. Which became known as Bode's Law. The law is in the form = 0.3 + 0. 4 
.
Where the leading term is the radius of Mercury's orbit in Astronomical Unit. And for the remaining planets n=0,1,2,3... For Venus, Earth …etc. The value we get when n=3 is assign to Asteroids.
Here I am trying to generate an equation to find the straight line distance of first eight planets from sun, via combining Classical Physics with Number Theory. The weapon we are taking from number theory is Mainly Polynomial Difference Theorem. And In Physics we are using Orbital Mechanics. Combining both these theories we can generate a single formula as said above. Here I am going to introduce a new method, Using this method we can find the n th term and sum of n terms of any different kinds of polynomial sequences. It is worth noting that using this method we can invent The General Formula to find the mean distance and eccentricity of planets as polynomial functions. Here we are ignoring attraction of each planets one by another. And we are also ignoring the rotation effect of planets around sun.
II.
The general method to find the nth term and sum of n terms of any polynomial sequences using Polynomial Difference Theorem Polynomial Difference Theorem Suppose the nth term of a sequence is a polynomial in n of degree m i.e.p(n) = a 1 n m + a 2 n m−1 + a 3 n m−2 + a 4 n m−3 + ...... + a m+1 Then its mth difference will be equal and (m + 1)th difference will be zero.
Case1:-(When m=1)
Consider a polynomial sequence of power 1, i.e. p(n)=an+b First term= p(1)=a+b Second term=P (2) From the previous experience, the basic knowledge of the polynomial difference theorem can be put in another way.
III. Inverse Polynomial Differnce theorem !
If the m th difference of a polynomial sequence is equal then its n th term will be a polynomial in n of degree m.
First Difference is the difference between two consecutive terms. Second difference is the difference between two neighboring first differences. So on Let p(n) be the nth term , Since 5th difference is equal, the degree of nth term is 5
i.e.tn = p(n) = an 5 + bn 4 + cn 3 + dn 2 + en + f
Solving this we get = 
IV. Equations of Motion in an Inertial frame (Two bodies problem)
Consider two point masses in free space, the mutual attraction between them will be Substituting this on we get = 0.
Thus G moves with a constant velocity.
Relative motion Equations
We have 
Its time for some Orbit Formulas
The Angular momentum of m 2 relative to m 1 . I.e.
x − = =
Taking dot products on both sides by l.
Thus . = I.e. C lies in the orbital plane. 
Latus Rectum
The latus rectum is the chord perpendicular to the apse line and passing through the center of attraction. By symmetry, the center of attraction divides the latus rectum into two equal parts, each of length p, Where = Where t p time at periapsis passing.
Circular Orbit
For circular orbits e=0. μ 
AT A GLANCE
The General formula to find the straight line distance of solar planets from sun with the help of
We have invented equation in such a way that when t=0 planet will be at perihelion and we will start counting from there onwards.
VII.
Let's Make a reference point Let us try to make an equation of t based on some date as reference point. Here I am trying to make 1/12/1966 As a reference point. From planet Calendar which shows distance between each planet from Earth, After some mathematical treatments (Using simple Trigonometry) We can find the position/distance of planet from sun.
In order to make a reference point function, we have applied Now let us re write our equation as 
Conclusion
We have shown that, through this special type method we can find the 'The General formula to find the straight line distance of solar planets from sun at any instant'.
The General formula straight line distance of n th solar planets from sun At any instant
